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NEW
MEXICO
governor's council, $10 for traveling
expenses to Santa Fe-in dimes.
To Frank Hibben, a pair of stuffed
and mounted psychology lab rats
that he might conserve them.
To People's Park, a pick ax and
three bags of grass seed.
To the Regents, $1 each so they
can properly pass the buck.
To Director of the General
Library David 0. Kelley, a
In an unparalleled burst of subscription to the Reader's Digest
generosity, The Lobo staff wishes to for use as graduate student refE'rence
bid everyone a Merry Christams. In materiaL
To Union Director Ron Baum, a
keeping with the true spirit of
permanently set on KRST's
radio
Christmas (it is more blessed to give
new
rock
format.
than to receive) we would like to
To N.M. Senators George Koran,
send our friends, enemies and news
Smalley and Harold Runnels and
Ike
sources (not necessarily in that
Rep. Merrill Taylor, an embroidered
order) the following gifts:
copy of "The Love Lust Poem" to
To Duke Duquette, head of the be divided.as they choose.

letters
I Am Angry ...
To the Editor:
I am angry. . . !
I am angry when I see a 15 - year old youth from a Valley poor family
sent away to the New Mexico State
Boys School at Springer on the
charge of statutory rape- a
situation where the girl came over to
the fellow's house and then she was
not even in court to give her version
of the incident. It is highly
questionable whether a youth from a
rich, influential family in the Heights
would have received such a sentence
and especially after so little court
deliberation. Meanwhile- many
adults indulge in extramarital
fantasies and affairs while continuing
to wield law - and - order on juvenile
offenders.
I am angry when I see youth at
the Boys School subjected to
irritating unrealistic rules- a
situation which many Heights youth
and adults would find intolerable.
I am angry when I see incarcerated
youth anywhere hurt and humiliated
by the sharp tongues and cruel wit of
adult workers.
I am angry when I see kids
punished for marijuana and alcohol
by adults who reach eagerly for a can
of beer.
I am angry when I see youth
censured for their cuss words by
adults who say the same.
When will we stop our dishonest
double - standard hypocrisy? When
will we stop demanding more from
so-called offenders than we expect
from ourselves? When will we see
that for us as citizens to do nothing
to stop the injustices of Juvenile
probation, court and institutional
system means we are villains.
Christ reserved his strongest
warnings for the rich, religious,
respectable people who publicly
criticized and punished offenders but
were blind to their own greater sin of
hypocrisy and self - righteousness.
I am aware that some persons
within the juvenile legal system care
and I have received good cooperation
· from some.
I need God as much as any
criminal or unjust judge - because
unplugged from Christ, I am not one
speck better than either.
I believe we who claim to follow
Christ must risk our all . in the
revolution to bring·greater justice for
oppressed brothers and sisters in this
city and everywhere. A revolution
not of hate - but of tough love for
all.
Donald Schrader

Fire Trap
To the Editor:
I appreciate the interest displayed
by The Lobo concerning campus
safety in a recent article entitled,
''Zimmerman Library .Called 'Fire
Trap'." However, I feel several
statements attributed to me in this
article need clarification.
First, in reply to the question
whether I thought the stack areas of
Zimmerman Library were a fire
hazard, I replied that if a major fire
were to be started in this area, it
could cause the loss of life.
I would like to point out that a
sprinkler system is not practical in a
library installation of this type. A
dry chemical or C02 system would
be the one that I would recommend.
I certainly do not feel, nor do
members of the Administration, that
books are ever considered more
valuable than human life. Fire safety
in library facilities always has been
and will be a problem. However, as I
pointed out, steps have been taken at
Zimmerman Library to alleviate the
hazards, including installation of
portable fire extinguishers at each
level. These are checked at regular
intervals.
I would like to point out, also,
that I did not label buildings on
campus as "fire traps" nor did I say
that the Legislature is not
cooperating by refusing remodeling
funds. I noted that because of rapid
growth and short tax dollars, we
have not been able to replace some
of the older buildings on campus

To UNM President Ferrel Heady,
life-sized posters of himself to set
around campus so everyone will
know what he looks like.
To the psychology 101 class
members, television remote control
dials.
To Ernie Baughman, blinders in
keeping with his narrow view of
things.
To the New Mexico National
Guard, four ornamental carnivorous
rose bushes.
To the ME'dical School
administration, for their trouble in
setting up Health Center procedures,
two aspirin and an appointment to
come back in a couple of days.
To J.C. MacGregor, director of
admissions, a registration
appointment time on the last hour of
the last day of registration.

To Zimmerman Library, a
Christmas tree lit with real candles to
be shelved in the stacks.
To students walking from
peripheral parking lots, $1 worth of
bus tokens.
To Victor Regener, who holds the
faculty record f9r the number of
books checked out (and never
returned), a bookshelf, built by the
library staff.
To the general faculty, a referee
for their meetings; and to their
policy committee, a crossword
puzzle sinee they like to fool around
with words so much.
To governor-elect Bruce King, a
fishing license for the Chama river,
effective the day after spring
semester ends.
To the ASUNM Senate, an
occasional quorum.

which do constitute more of a fire
hazard than modern facilities.
Another quote attributed to me
that "UNM is the underdog to New
Mexico State as far as allocations
go," is erroneous. I did not discuss
New Mexico State University nor do
I know anything concerning their
allocations.
As far as funding for safety
improvements is coneerned, I belirve
our system, which is similar to the
systems employ<>d on other
campuses, is workable and I feel that
all eoncerned are cooperating and
providing as much funding as
possible. As with anyone coneerned
with safety and fire prevention, I
would obviously like to see more
money directed toward this activity.
However, I feel confident as soon as
money is available, we will be able to
make further improvements in our
Safety Program.
I would further like to state that
in your editorial on the same subject,
you point out the City of
Albuquerque Fire Inspection Bureau
does not have inspection jurisdiction
over the campus. The Legislature
adopted the Federal Fire Safety
Code 101 three years ago and the
Fire Marshall's office does have the
authority to come on campus at any
time. Furthermore, the Campus
Safety Office has always cooperated
fully with both the City of
Albuquerque Fire Inspectiot'l Bureau
and the Fire Marshall's Office and
representatives of both of these
organizations visit the campus

regularly.
In summary, I would like to point
out that the Campus Safety Office
does make inspections and
recommendations for the elimination
of hazards and that each
recommendation is carefully
considered by the Administration
and we have made tremendous
strides in reeent years in providing
for the safety of all.
Walt Lewis
Campus Safety Director
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Book Donations
To the Editor:
On the new bool<s shelves at
Zimmerman library, UNM, I found
re<:ently a volume with the following
stamped on the back of the
frontispiece: "Library of Conbrress
surplus duplicate, compliments of
U.S. Sen. Joseph M. Montoya."
Upon inquiring about the book at
the library's acquisitions department,
I discovered that Sen. Montoya has
sent almost 200 books to the UNM
library.
In spite of the fact that in these
times only the most dramatie events
are deemed newsworthy, it might
not be inappropriate to bring into
the public's attention Sen.
Montoya's virtually unknown gesture
on behalf of the UNM library which,
with its half million volumes, only a
third of what it should have, needs
every book it can get and every
friend it can muster.
Ivan Melada
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Portable Facility at Montgomery School

Stage Designed by U
Not· too ~any things are
booked solid in Albuquerque for
two weeks unless it's the portable
stage of Montgomery Elementary
school.
William Schafer, Montgomery
school principal, and three of the
school's PTA members were.
instrumental in obtaining use of
the stage, designed and
constructed by George Schreiber,
technical director for UNM's
Popejoy Hall.
"The stage isprimarilyusedfor
classroom activities," Schafer said,
"and although we haven't used it
for any major productions we've
used it for just about everything
else. The stage has been booked
solid for the last two weeks."
Montgomery students and their
families use the stage after hours
for extra·curricular activities such
i~ :

, 11

as Girl and Boy S~o~t meetings
and ceremonies, PTA meetings,
and similar activities, as well as for
classroom plays and readings
during school hours.
Ms. Roberta Schoenfelder, who
served as head of the stage
committee, and Mr. and Ms.
Robert Higgins, past joint
presidents for Montgomery's PTA,
combined efforts during the
1969-70 school year in seeking
information regarding a portable
stage to fit the school's utility
room.
"I don't know of another
elementary school in the area with
anything comparable to our
stage," said Schafer, "yet
probably every elementary school
not connected with a junior high
has the same space problem we
had."

paper flowers
pinatas
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~ ~ 10% student

discount
mail order anywhere

905 Yale SE

La Pinata

If Really Is a
Discount Store!

#2 Patio Market
Old iown, Alb.
242-2400 open 11-9

Technician~
Schafer said that before the'
stage was built, students often had
to sit on the floor in order to see a
performer or speaker on the same
level.
The school had a place for a
stage in the cafeteria which also
doubles as an aU-purpose room.
The problem was to design a stage
to fit the storage space provided.
''After endless rounds of
'tl is cuss ions, meetings, and
telephone conversations, we came
in contact with Popejoy's
technical director, George
Schreiber," said Schafer.
Schreiber recommended the
school purchase a stage platform
commercially, but he agreed to
contract for the proscenium or
framework around the stage.
In addition to providing
positions for hanging lights, the
proscenium provides masking
curtains. and a false front for the
stage, and is outfitted with wheels
for exact positioning and easy
movement. Schreiber feels his idea
could be adapted to much larger
stages.
Schreiber's position as
Popejoy's technical director puts
him in the position to help local
schools with staging problems if
and when they seek advice.

-

Israeli Scholarships
Israeli government scholarships
for study in Israel are available.
They are limited to graduate
students under 30 and are
sufficient for maintenance of one
person but not a couple. Deadline
for application is December 31.
Further information is.available at
the International Office, 1717
RomaNE.
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Carrel Applications
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Free Dry Cleaning

at SUGAR SHACK CLEANERS
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P<>les Continue Food Riots

Portable Stage

George Schreiber, technical
director for UNM's Popejoy Hall,
examines the model or prototype
he used in planning the
construction of a portable stage
for Montgomery Elementary
School.
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Peter Starr in the circulation
department or the Readers'
Services librarian, room 149.

Quito Director
Robert D. Herron, UNM
assistant professor of Modern and
Classical Languages, will be in the
University's Quito, Ecuador,
Andean Center second semester of
this academic year.
Herron will be director of the
center and also offer courses in
Brazilian literature.

Carrel applications for graduate
students and faculty members will
Basketball Buses
be received at the Zimmerman
Albuquerque Transit System
Library circulation department buses will not run between
beginning Monday, Dec. 14. If Johnson Gym and the University
applications are not. filed by Jan. Arena for home basketball games
15, carrels will be assigned to this year. An ATS spokesman said
another student. Questions the cancellation was because of
concerning carrels should be lack of patronage.
directed to Geraldine Jacobson or
AS CAP
The American Society of
Composers, Authors and
Publishers (ASCAP) has set up a
new class of associate membership
to recruit new writing talent.
ASCAP Associate membership
is a vail able to the author or
composer of a copyrighted song,
even though the song has not yet
been commercially recorded or
published.
Full membership is available to
those writers who have had a
musical work recorded or
published.
An associate member will pay
--=:-~~· no dues to the Society, hut after
one work has been commercially
recorded or published he can
switch to full membership and will
then pay dues of $10 a year.
Applications may be obtained by
writing to ASCAP Membership
Department, 575 Madison Ave.,
New York, N.Y., 10022, or 700

PRESIDENT-VICE PRESIDENT
ELECTIONS

Run for office in Graduate Student Government during spring registration. Get applications in GSA office, room I 065 New Mexico Union.
Filing deadline 3 p.m. Jan. 6, 1971.
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Oviedo Program
UNM will sponsor a summer
session with regular academic
credit at the University of Oviedo
in the northern province of
Asturias in Spain July 5 through
Aug. 13, 1971.
Pelayo H. Fernandez of the
UNM department of modern and
classical languages will direct the
program, with the assistance of
professors from Oviedo. Students
may earn up to six credit hours in
the summer session.
Student applicants must have
finished four semesters of Spanish
and can get special, low-rate
transportation to Oviedo on
charger flights sponsored by the
American Association of Teachers
of Spanish and Portuguese.
However, students must be a
member of the association for six
months to quality, Office of
International Programs and
Services Director Gerald Slavin
said.
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Try Our GRINDERS - Fino

ltilli;m SaAdw1ches
Ill[) Harvard S.E.
266.3232

UNM NEWS BUREAU
Dorothy Dehner, noted New
York City sculptor, is presently
artist - in - residence at Tamarind
Institite in Albuquerque.
Dehner has had her work
shown in major museums in the
U.S. and Europe, including the
Museum of Modern Art,
Guggenheim Museum and
Whitney Museum of American
Art.
Dehner has had over 40
one-man (sic) shows, and her
sculpture is in the perma~ent
collections of the Metropohtan
Museum of Art, the Museum of ·
Modern Art, the Seattle Art
Museum, and many others.
Two additional artists are
working at Tamarind during
December.

Carol Summers is completing
two weeks at the lithography
institute,
He has received international
recognition for his prints,
principally woodcuts. Summer's
work is in the permanent
collections of the Museum of
Modern Art, New York City
Public Library, Brooklyn
Museum, the Library of Congress,
Boston Museum, Philadelphia
Museum and the Bibliotheque
Nationale in Paris.
A Santa Fe artist, Fritz
Scholder, is working on a suite of
eight lithographs on the American
Indian.
Beholder has received a number
of major national and regional
painting awards, the most recent
including prizes at the 1969 and

AGORA

·$CASH$

for when you feel
like talking
24 hours
277-3013
white trailer north of library

1970 Scottsdale National Indian
Arts Exhibition, and the 1969
Sun Festival Exhibition in El
Paso.
Beholder's work has been
shown, among other places, at the
Museum of Modern Art, Palace of
the Legion of Honor in San
Francisco, Edinburgh Art Festival,
Berlin Festival, Princeton
University, and University of
Leiden in the Netherlands.

Work Study
The work study office requests
that all work-study time sheets be
turned in no later than Dec. 19, at
5 p.m., because of extra year-end
paperwork and the holidays.
Contact the work-study office for
more details.

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry

WEEKLY EARNINGS
Blood Plasntn Donors Needed!

BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
.1307 Central N. F..
Tues.-So.t. R-5.

Counselor Alway• on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247.()836

'Heverse Tolerance' for Pot Users
WASHINGTON-A Nobel Prize winner and three other government
researchers suggested Thursday that habitual marijuana users, unlike
heayY drinkers and those on hard drugs, may develop a "reverse
tolerance" requiring smaller and smaller doses to produce highs.
They based their suggestion on findings which they say show that
marijuana lingers in the human body, possibly in lung tissues for more
than eight days.
Alcohol generally disappears from the blood within 12 hours,
although highly sophisticated tests sometimes can detect minute traces
48 hours after it is consumed. Heroin leaves the system in about the
same amount of time, and cocaine somewhat more quickly.

27 seniors, 6 juniors, 2 graduate
students and one honorary
member were selected as UNM's
Who's Who candidates, Lou
Storm, chairman of the UNM
Selection Committee announced
Dec. 15.
The members were selected for
their "excellenc<' in campus
activities" participation. "They
deserve to be honored and will
honor their organization."
The honorary member chosen
was Harold Lavender, vice
president for student affairs.
Graduate students chosen were
Joe Battaglia, and Judith R.
Kaufmann.
Seniors selected were Edward
F. Benavidez, Leonard J. DeLayo,
Jr., Robert J. Duffy, Donald J.
Burge, Stanley Scott Hanan, Jean
Diane Harris.
Thomas S. Hogg, III, Susan
Elizabeth Hulsbos, Betty Jeung,
Karel C. Kavanaugh, Kevin D.
Kelley, Steven G. Keppers, Sarah
Laidlaw.
Jan Lupton, Gemma M.
Municucci, Sue Major, Alex Peter
Michalopoulos, Eric B. Nelson,
Ernest Theodore Osborne Jr.,
Jennie Ann Ozog.
James Stephen Parker, Penny
Riechers, Karen L. Sellers,
Eleanor Anne Speer, Thomas A.
Tabet, Harriet K. U'Ren and
Lance A. Woodworth.
Juniors selected were Janet
Patrice Fuller Marilyn Gaskin,
Carol Ruth H~ilman, David Loy,
Sigrid Elizabeth Olson and Polly
Page.

BIA Grant

FUN

Zales Looks At The FutureThis Christmas

Contemporary Bridal Sets

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

""En1ace"
Twist
Bridal
Sets

Centr~l at University

FUN

FUN
S1x D1amond'
$300

Christmas Special

""Embrace"
Overlap
Bridal
Sets

New Tape Deck
:Mini 8 $69.95
Speakers, installation, and
five tapes of your choice
$75.00
Regularly $129.95
435 San Mateo NE

256-7241
Hoffmantown Shopping Center
296-0311

Complete recording, repair and installation facilities. Thousands of tapes
to choose from. Listen before you buy!
BankAmericard/ Master Charge

;\Jine Diamonds

$325

OurNewest"Twogether#
Bridal
Sets

-------
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Open House
The annual Placement Center
open house will be Dec. 18, fro~n
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., 111
building T-10, 1910 Roma NE.
Refreshments will be served.

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505)
277·4102, 277~4202

NEW MEXICO LOBO

WARSAW-Diplomatic sources reported new disturbances Thursday
by Poles protesting pre-Christmas food and fuel price increases and said
shooting was heard in Gdynia, Poland's major seaport and naval base on
the Baltic Sea. Worker unrest was reported spreading to other Polish
cities.
A government communique Wednesday reported that six persons had
been killed and several dozen wounded in the doting in the tri·city area
which has a combined population of about 600,000. The higher
casualty figure reported by Cyrankiewicz indicated widespread fighting
took place before Polish troop and tank moved in to reinforce police.
His face grim, Cyrankiewicz urged Poles to discuss their grievances in
factories and offices instead of rioting in the streets.
Diplomatic sources said the government decree amounted to a
declaration of national emergency. In addition to giving security forces
the power to shoot on sight, it obligated all citizens to submit to orders
issued by state authorities "aimed at restoration of law and order."
(Radio Sweden reported that a state of emergency had been declared
in Szczecin and a curfew imposed on the city in western Poland on the
Oder River border with Communist East Germany. Jt quoted reports
from the local Polish radio in Szczecin and said telephone
communications with the area had been cut.)
Gdynia and its sister cities of Gdansk and Sopot were still sealed off
from the rest of Poland following rioting Monday and Tuesday against
t.h e 2 0 percent hike in food and fuel prices announced by the
Communist government on Sunday.

U Announces
Honor Students

A grant of $9400 has been
awarded Albert Vogel, chairman
of Educational Foundations at
UNM by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA) for collection and
evaluative research of innovative
programs associated with North
American Indian education.
The information gathered by
Vogel will be used in an overall
curriculum research project
conducted by Annabelle Scoon
for the BIA school in
Albuquerque.

The New Mexico Lobo is
published dally every regular week
of the University year bY the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, and is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106. Subscription rate is $7 for
the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages or The Lobo arc
those of the author solely.
Unsigned opinion is that of the
editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing ncccssnrlly represents the
vlilws of the Associated Students or
the University of New Mexico.
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MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD AT UNM

Noted New York City Sculptor
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We me·et or beat all
advertized liquor specials

Tamarind Gets New Artist
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You don't have to be rich
to be happy.

teatheR nook
(We Take Custom Orders)

Just in Time for Christmas!
Vcsts-10.95
Purscs-·1.50
Hats-4.99
Uclts-3.00
Jackets-30.00
(:ompletc Outfits~29.95
Friday, Decem bet• 18,1970

STUDENT ACCOUNTS INVITED
Downtown 318 Central SW

Five Points Shopping Center

W,inrock

All Albuquerque Zales Stores open 'till 9:00 PM
every night 'till Christmas
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Lobo Review: The Barn Offers Good
Entertainment

There are several things you
have to ignore if you decide you'd other main dishes, about 18 dishes realized some time ago. All you
in all (counting dessert), and
what that is because it's "plain."
like to check out The Barn.
need is a little sensitivity, the Then along comes selfendless
coffee
or
tea.
They're
You have to forget the fact that exaggerating a bit when they call ability to see those who are
proclaimed rainmaker Bill
it's aimed at, decorated for, and
different from you as people Starbuck,
it
a
"gourmet
dinner,"
but
I
have
a wanted man who goes
g en eral!y frequented by Middle
nonetheless, to let this play get to
yet
to
eat
one
in
this
town
from
town
to town with a dozen
America. Outside it's a mammoth anyway except at someone's your insides and make you reflect,
different
names
and as many
red barn with white trim of the
H involves the Curry family,
home;
it
is
a
very
good
meal.)
promises.
He
promises
rain to the
type you're liable to see in almost
whose farm or ranch is in a
Plus,
you
eliminate
the
need
to
Currys
for
$100,
"advance;"
any part of rural America but the
Western state being hit by a bad
he delivers or not is
Southwest. Just off North 10 on rush from one place to the other, drought. Judging by the crystal whether
unimportant.
the way to Sandia Crest, it looks
Starbuck is a dreamer whose
as though it was laid down in the
dreams
never come true except
wrong place by some giant
for
other
people. What he does
tornado. Inside there are three
deliver
is
a
new outlook on lifetiers of wooden chairs and tables
his
outspoken
optimism and near with checkered tablecloths,
mystical
outlook
on life teach
pitchforks and wagon wheels on
people
to
look
inward
for the
t h e wall, red lanterns at every
worth
of
themselves
and
others.
table. And for the theatrical
The
casting
for
this
production
touch, actors' pictures and theatre
was almost perfect. Sally Mitchell
notices in the lobby and on two
is
an outstanding actress who is
inside walls. It's not the Welcome
plain
enough to fit the part and
Home, but it's not garish by any
can
also
radiate real beauty when
means or even too hokey; kind of
called
for.
She brings just the right
nice for a change, really.
amount
of
introspection and
Another thing you have to get
subtlety to the part; she superbly
by is your initial shock reaction to
runs the gamut of emotions called
the price: $7.50 per person on
for (an even more difficult feat in
Saturdays, $7 Wednesday through
theatre· in· the· round). She
Friday, and $6 a head on
performs flawlessly- she IS
Sundays. (Always closed
a very real person.
....... ~. .
Mondays, closed Tuesdays during
~:......-···
Ji Lizzy,
Cameron Huff seems at first to
Photo by Terrance Pattern
the winter months.) Even the top
as
is
usual
for
any
dinner
and
come
on a little strong as
set and talk of an Essex which hits
price isn't too bad, but the theatre evening out.
40 miles an hour, it is probably youngest brother Jimmy. But
Sunday $6 tab is really reasonable
The other thing to forget the mid- or late-20s. The Currys after you warm to him you realize ..
when you consider what you get
about,
in the case of the current have another problem: the he's playing the part of the oft for it: often a first
rate,
engagement
of "The Rainmaker," drought of men seeking the hand
maligned but lovable and
professional, Broadway play
is
the
corny
graphic
used
in
the
somehow
wise buffoon to the hilt.
of daughter Lizzy. They try not·
(depending on when you go), and
advertisements
which
makes
you
becomes the young
His
silly
grin
an excellent, all · you • can - eat, think it's an "Oklahoma" • type so · subtle schemes like sending
lust
for
life
that too often is
her off to visit some friends who
buffet dinner. If you split it and
bit
of
fluff,
and
the
description
of
stifled
by
serious
older brothers.
have three boys of marrying age,
figure $3 for each, consider: you
it
as
"A
beautiful
American
That
older
brother
Noah is played
but
before
long
it's
all
out
in
the
pay that much for as good a seat
classic;
so
appropriate
for
the
by
James
Cogan,
who
had a few
open and reaches the point where
at some local productions, and holidays."
problems
the
night
I
saw
him but
her "sensible" brother Noah tells
these actors are professionals; I
"The Rainmaker" isn't a her she might as well face the fact nonetheless gave a fine
can't think of any other stoned-out "Hair," but its message
performance as "the only one
Albuquerque eatery that gives you is surprisingly Aquarian, though that she'll be an old maid.
who loves you enough to tell you
Lizzy
is
too
intelligent
and
that good a come · back · for - presented in a manner more
the truth." He succeeds to the
thirds meal for three bucks, calculated to make the "over 30" honest to put on the act like the point where he is genuinely
inc] uding roast beef plus three set think about what many of us girls at t_!le social club; she can unlikable by the third act.
only be herself, and she hates
Robert W. Blow brought a
needed bit of underplaying to his
role as the father; he's obviously a
seasoned veteran. Bill Snickowski
as Sheriff File was also very good,
but didn't have an opportunity til
the end to make much of his part.
The decade of the 1970's Septembet· to June and someplace
Rainmaker Gregory Wnorowski
should be one of innovation in else the rest of the year, he said. concerns of the report is lacked a degree of convincingness
shortening the time required for
higher education, UNM President
Population statistics indicate degrees at all levels. The that relegated his role to one of
Ferrel Heady told an Eastern New continued
secondary impact, but perhaps
heavy enrollment
Mexico University (ENMU) increases at the college level commission also suggests a more that's how he sees the part-in all,
education fraternity Dec. 16.
during the 1970's, with a leveling flexible degree structure from the his was also a very good
Speaking before the ENMU off and possibly a drop-off· in the Associate in Arts for one- and, performance.
chapter of Phi Delta Kappa, '80's, Heady said, noting that two·year programs, up through
The acting and direction is
Heady suggested that more resources will be strained during the doctorate,
excellent; the play has tight drama
flexibility be built into curricula the '70's to provide opportunity
to give the student greater for all qualified students.
·
opportunity to fashion a ptogram
"Closely linked to the problem
of study suited to his individual of numbers," Heady said, "is the
needs. And, he proposed that problem of equalization of
students be given "more chances opportunity for higher education.
to get acquainted with life off Goals for the future should
campus through testing in practice include special efforts throughout
what they are learning."
the educational system, to
Heady said, "As a sociologist equalize educational opportunities
has obsetved, youth of today, as and educational attainments."
compared to youth of a
FLAIRS
Heady cited the recent report
half·century ago, are 'information of the Carnegie Commission on
rich but experience poor.' This Higher Education as the kind of
DENIM BELLS
problem might be relieved by future planning educators should
releasing our young people from be doing. One of the main
SOLIDS, STRIPES
the social expectation that they
will go directly from high school
Contrary to the belief of
PLAIDS
to college and stay there
some media Santa Claus is
continuously until they graduate.
Many of them would benefit from
alive and will be here
temporary breaks in the formal
December 25.
waist sizes
education process."
Paid Advertising
The UNM president said that
educators should consider
2.6 to 40
academic calendar changes and
the possibility of year-round
utilization of facilities. "I am not
proposing that individual
instructors, or individual students
in most cases, should be on duty
200.1 Eubank N.E.
around the calendar, but they do
not all have to be on campus from

U President Speaks Out

Heady Asks Curricula Flexibility

and many very funny lines. It is a
fine evening of entertainment.
"The Rainmaker" will be
playing at 'rhe Barn through Jan.
3.

*** ** * *

Last·minu te suggestions for
those of you staying in town over
the holidays: Frijid Pink, a really
hard rock group, will be here Dec.
21. Canned Heat and Crow are
scheduled for mid-January, Three
Dog Night for February); three
good flicks- "Strawberry
Statement" at the Hiland, "2001''
at the Fox, and four Beatles
movies at the State; "Carousel"
plays Popejoy Hall Dec. 26, 27
and 30, and Jan. 2 and 3; "The
Deadly Game" has its last
performances tonight, Saturday
and Sunday,
Charles Andrews
There are approximately 29
people in Portage County Ohio
with the surname Ferrel.

olympra

RestauRant
Lounqe

&

4110 Edith N.E.

Daily Specials
e

breakfast

e

lunch

e

dinndr

CjR€€K
()1nne~s
e

appetizers e dinners
e salads e des!erts
Servecl from 5 p.m. on

Also Steaks, Chops and
Seafood
Hours: Mon.-Thurs., 7 o.m.-8 p.m.
Fri. & Sot., 7 o.m.-1 0 p.m.

344·4172 Cwner & chef John E. Athans

Beau Britches
Has Pattts

Is our image
slipping?

STEREDSONIC EQUIPMENT

'

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THE ARRIVAL OF

•

sansu1

We are a full line dealer and invite you to hear the difference
that sansui quality makes.
SAYS

HajJfJY
Holidays
Page 4
NEW MNXICO LOHO

Stop by and see us during our "Getting Acquainted Days" we will
attempt to give you the lowest prices available on all component
package plans.
Open 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Friday 'til 9:00 p.m.

Rev. Donald C. Campbell, C.S.P.
Vocation Director

'Paulisth

Pat erg

Custom Sound Room Available
5003 Menaul NE

Some people may have us
wrong. It's possible.
For instance, we Paulists
are known for the printed
and the spoken word. Books,
radio, and TV. The glamorous
world.
But there is another, bigger
world in which the Paulist
moves ...
A dusty corner in Utah
where Paulists offer
material and spiritual relief
to migrant workers.
An area known as East
Village and a Paulist who
understands the meaning
of "taking a trip. ·•
A Newman Center on a
troubled college campus
and a priest who is not a
judge but an understanding
ear and a mediator .
Being a Paulist isn't easy.
Being a Paulist isn't glamorous.
It's better.
For more information on
Paulist priestly spirit write to:

268-4227

Room 112
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019
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Wolfpacl< Favorites Tonight
By ROGER J. RUVOLO
Bob King's New Mexico Lobo
basketball team will be trying to
defend her unblemished record
when they face Michigan State
University in the nightcap of the
opening round of the Lobo
Invitational,
And, it's an unblemished record
in two ways. The Lobos are 7·0 so
far this season and are coming off
a 7 3·7 2 overtime thriller in
Lubbock, Tex., against Texas
Tech. The Lobos have never lost
the Invitational since its
conception in 1965, when they
defeated Idaho, 99·81. That year
Lobo Mel Daniels received the
Most Valuable Player Award while
he and teammate Ben Monroe
made the Invite's all-star team.
Daniels now plays professional
basketball,

SKI SALE
and accessories
HEAD MEJIAL •............. $89.95
HART METAL .............. $89.95
VOLKLWOOD .............. $49,95
<;;OGGLES .................. $1.98

"LAVAREDO" SKI BOOTS
5 Buckle (red) Plastic
reg. 65.00 NOW $49.95
"BI-CONIE" STEEL SKI POLES
reg. 29.95 NOW $12.95
MARINE DISCOUNT CENTER
Gibson & Truman (almost)
1608 Truman SE
256-1466

'
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A year later, 16,177 people
Tipoff in the Pit for tomorrow
crowded into University Aretm to night's opening rom~d is· set for
see the Lobos win their second 7:00 p.m. in the Rutgers· Santa
crown, 64-49 over Colorado. That Clara game, while Michigan State
was the largest crowd ever to and New Mexico follow at 9:00
watch a basketball game in New p.m.
Mexico. Last year, Willie Long
Coach Gus Ganakas of
and Ron Becket· led the Lobos to Michigan State is hoping to see
the championship by defeating St. Rudy Benjamin keep up with his
Joseph's of Pennsylvania 78-77 in already torrid pace for the
the opener and came back with an Spar tans. Benjamin has already
87-75 win over Washington State scored 20 points or more in the
in the finals. Long received the Spartans last four games including
Most Valuable Player Award for 24 points against Toledo in an
the 59 points and 29 rebounds he overtime win. Benjamin is playing
netted for the tourney,and is his last season for the Spartans,
expected to team with senior a n d the 6·2 senior guard is ,
teammate Petie Gibson, juniors expected to help hold together
Mike Faulkner and Harold Little the MSU offense, partly because
and sophs Mike Stewart and John he is one of the Spartans' top
Johnson to make a try for number scorers so far this season, and also
six.
because he is the chief
ballhandler,
Another standout for the
Spartans is 6-7 sophomore center
William Kilgore, who atoned for a
disappointing varsity debut
against Northern Illinois with a
sparkling 16-point, 13-rebound
game at Toledo. With good
quickness and mobility;- Kilgore
handles the ball well inside and
Repair & .\!aintenancc
can shoot from the outside as
on all foreign cars
well.
Ganakis was not only pleased
with Kilgore's offensive effort,
but also with the defensive effort
333 Wyoming Blvd. :NE
of junior forward Ronald
265-5901
l'ree Estimates
Gutkowski of Detroit. The 6·6
front liner held Toledo 7-0 center
Doug Hess to only ten points in
the Spartan victory. A regular in
his sophomore outing, Gutkowski
is a streak shooter with a fine
outside shot.

Disgusted
To the Editor:
Nothing has disgusted me more
than the recent advertisement in
the Dec. 16 Lobo appealing to
Americans to write the President
of North Vietnam asking
humanitarian treatment for the
American prisoners of war. I also
received such an appeal from
Mountain Bell enclosed with my
phone bill, and I can assume these
advertisements are appearing in
papers all over the country,

iinte'flfirotrjjnlteb
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SUPPORT HENRY'S

· Central

(for the sake of your sfomach)

•

New Mexico, besides playing
the part of hosts, also plays the
part of favorites for the sixth
annual tourney, mainly because of
the tough schedule Michigan State
has had over the last few days, the
rebuilding season of Santa Clara,
and the fact that Rutgers is
redshirting their probable top
. firepower man in John Somogyi, a
former freshman star at New
Mexico two years ago.

Dale Sparks, assistant professor
o f e I ectrical engineering and
computer sciences at UNM, has
been awarded a National Science
Foundation Science Faculty

',

(for the sake of your team)

Henry's Drive In - all the time

-~-

U Prof Gets Science Fellowship

SUPPORT THE LOBOS

The Lobo Invitational - tonight

_,...

Ron Gutkowski

TWO LOCATIONS:

Lobos, Rams Undefeated
Teams to Beat in League
AS the eight teams of the WAC
move into . full swing again this
weekend, New Mexico and
Colorado State loom as the
league's only unbeatem teams,
with New Mexico 7·0 and CSU
5·0.
The Rams move into the first
round of the Comhusker Classic
tonight while the Lobos play host
to Michigan State in their own
Lob<;> Invitational.
The Rams will be playing at the
Classic in Lincoln, Nebraska, with
University of Miami, Oklahoma
City College and host Nebraska,
while, the Lobos, in addition to
inviting Michigan State, will also
see Rutgers and Santa Clara
University in action. CSU comes
off a 117-9 3 victory over West
Texas State Dec. 12 and New
Mexico is breathing easier after

Spoon Rings
$3.00
MERRY CHRISTMAS
Students

Rugs

have upon our consciences.
To write to the President of 18,000 didn't either. Many were
taking care of mOl'e important
North Vietnam is to take a stand
priorities,
I believe this is the
it is to ask for the human~
treatment of those who have done word used by the spokesman for
the greatest acts of inhumanity the missing members "of the
through cold blooded bombing Community."
If you're familiar with
and technological murder. If you
Parliamentary
procedure (anyone
must write, write to our President,
can
be
if
they
only read Robert's
to our Congres.sman, and demand
Rules
of
Order
once or twice) you
humane treatment for the victims
probably
have
already guessed
of our crimes, the Vietnamese
that
there
was
no
quorum, That
people, for it is they who are
means not enough members were
being wronged, it is they who present to conduct business. This
suffer a thousand times for every my friends, is the organizatior:
I am disgusted because these American suffering.
that spends over $200,000 of
prisoners of war are portrayed as
Richard Traina your money and mine.
hapless and helpless victims who
The people who were there, I
ha_ve done nothing, who are being
Apathy
don't even know their names, just
mistreated out of some Asian To the Editor:
and/or Communist sense of
Apathy may not be so good for
sadism. They are in fact the direct the political system but it can sure
link to the murder of thousands be good for the soul. Recently
of Vietnamese, civil ian and UNM students voted for officers
military, Many m:e the Air Force in the Student Senate. I didn't
'i'il,. ,,
re.sbptel'ian
pilots who helped drop more vote, and I felt bad about it- but
!3 1
r.;l1hurch
explosives on North Vietnam than not any more.
~-.
{ !7.11l
were dropped in all of WW II.
§
Worship
Servlre 9:30
On the night of Dec. 15 1970
Many have participated in the I was asked to appear before
§
_
& Jf:oo
'
'
the
napalming of villages, many have Senate to confirm (or turn down)
Cof109e Club
taken part in the search and my appointment .to the Speakers
7:30 p.m.
Tuesday,
destroy missions similar to My Committee. Well, I never made it,
Lai. They are the executioners of most of the "duly elected"
Westmin.,ter Building
the mass murder we Americans representatives of this school of

'loreign Car Specialis1s

Besides Benjamin, Kilgore and
Gutkowski, Ganakas has another
probable starter in 6·2 junior
guard Pat Miller. Miller was a
starter at forward for 13 games as
a sophomore, scoring 187 points
at that position. Also the punter
for Duffy Daugherty's MSU
football team, Miller has
developed into Ganakas' reliable
defensive stalwart in many of the
last games. Ganakas' son, Gary,
also plays for the Spartans. At 5-5
the sophomore guard is one of the
shortest men ever to play for
MSU, but is considered a great
ballhandler and playmaker despite
his lack of height.

Letters to the Editor

5!8 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
616 CENTRAL S.E.

255.0892

(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Yl!<lrs Old
Proof of Ag., Require<!

their 7 3-72 overtime win over
Texas Tech.
In other WAC action, Arizona
State continues to utilize her
offensive punch in jumping to a
4·1 record so far this season and
faces Loyola of Chicago
tomorrow night. Texas-El Paso
has lost only to New Mexico State
and Colorado and sports a 4·2
record for the season. The Miners
host the Sun Bowl Classic tonight
and tomorrow night.
Brigham Young is turning up
with· some problems on the West
Coast, dropping their only three
losses to western teams; to
Southern California, Oregon State
and Seattle. The Cougars have a
4·3 record. Wyoming is also
having some problems, more than
BYU, as they haven't broken the
.500 mark yet this season-The
Cowboys are 2-3 on the season.
The other two WAC teams,
Utah and Arizona, both
considered preseason dangers, at
least in the WAC, are 1·3 and 2-4
respectively. Utah hosts the Utah
Classic tonight and tomorrow
night.
The first league games will be
played early next year, when on
Jan. 7 Wyoming plays host to
Arizona State and Colorado State
is at home against Arizona. New
Mexico's first WAC game is on
Jan. 8 against Brigham Young in a
game to be played at University
Arena.

518

EROS
ADULT THEATRE
c..ntral S.W.
Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Star.. New Open, Adult Books,
Magazines, Bmm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arcade
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

823 C~pper Ave. NE at Locust NE

ZA-ZA
Gumbo

Sunday 4 p.m.-midnight

Phone 266-1goo
Cornell SE at Lead

An outlet for
New Mexico artists
and craftsmen.

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minlmttm ($1.40) per time run. Ji ud Ia to
run five or more c:onaecutive days vtlth
no changes the rate Is reduced to 5o
per word and the minimum nmnbel" of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made In
full Prior to insertion of advertisement,
WHERE: Journalism Bu!Jdlng. Room
205, afternoons preferably or mall.
Cllllllllfied Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

1)

1220 Central S.E.

You'll never taste
acolder beer.

While he's looking for that special f*~#.... -~
. some th'mg f or
· y~u, gt~e
' h'tm ~1ore
<(!Wt~T
rend ~ Shop
than a look ... Gtve hun fashton styled
· for the individual.
•WINROCK

-

:t' r a

a

.,.sa :atr

ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
OPEN 'TILL MIDNIGHT

Corner of Central at Yale

For Appointmc1Jt C:11/

Ph. 243-4446

~ 5'5'·()]61)

oNOB HILL
oDOWNTOWN

?&

a nt•P

Jc

as

(1

H04 Ccutra/ A1•c. S,E.
lllk. l•:rrst of S:ui Mateo)

r "

•

~------

SERVICES

OPEN-PARIONG LOT nt Ynl" & Gold
SE. Plenty of space. 25c per day or $4.16
Per month. !<'or monthly vennit call 296~16!. l/8
TYPING: TERM papers, theBes, etc, Mr"~
Kinkade ~98-3_4~0. 12/18

5)

CLA§§KFIED
ADVERrfK§KNG

FOR

RENT::--~----

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

~ch. Brand New Arrivals from J<::ngJaml.

HOLTON PROFESSIONAL Tl!UMPET
Model 61LB. Excellent mechanically. Few
dents. 206·3503 after 5:30. 12/18
NEW HERCULES CRASH HELMET, $20.
Heather Stllt!S, 243-2881. 12/17
1962 GMC one ton van, great for camper
Priced for immediate snle. Mcchanica11Y
sound. 266-2391, 12/17

4. For Rent

USED TV'~· $9.95. Color nnd Blnck/White.
All repn:r guaranteed. 2413 4th N W
2/17
• •

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

II

FORSALE

Also, Fabulous Gi(ts lhom For Away
Places. Freed Company 107·1st Northwest, Albuquerque. 2/15
INTER NATIONAL TRAVELALL '64
Good condition. Floor shirt. Must sell:
First $475 takes it. 266·3609, 12/18
HEATHKIT 25 'vatt AMPLIFIER. $25.
Excellent condition. 842-6640.
HANDMADE STONEWARE POTTERYlnctory se_conds. Evangel Pottery on N.
Coors next to Ploy Pen Lounge. 247·2558.
1/4

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

I

I
l

I

FIRE WOOD: pinon, oak & cedar. Buy it
from n student. Call 242·8170, or ~775320, evenings. 12/18
FIV.E 1971 CO_MPONE,NT SETS, 150 watt.<
w~th profcsslOn~ serJes. Garrard {'hanger
wtth cuemg devtce and antiskntc control.
T\\o·elvc speaker air ausp(>nsion system.
AM/I•'M multiple:< radio with scratch and
rumble filters. United Freight Sales 3920
~an Mateo NE. 9·9 Mon.•Sat. Untii 5 on
_ Sun~ny, 12/10
SI,IG~TLY s•;;9RA;;-;-T;;;:C;:;;H;;:E:::D:--::19c::7:--l-z=i,-gz-.n-g
Scwmg Machme to be soltl on first eorne.
first server! basis. $34.00 each. UNITED
FRI~IGHT SAI,ES1 3920 Snn Mateo NE.
9-9 Mon.·Sat. Unt:l 5 on Sunday, 12/10
l'EAcg SYMBOL. I+~ront r~il'£."t1Ce Plate.
Spread tl1e J.tood word. $1.76 each. lOr;-,}

rhN.;>ount on UO or more. Gcorl!e C. Kim·
hnl! ~~ Nnsh Magnetic Sign Go, 311 A
Wnshmgton sr~. 12/18

I

ENCLOSED$. _ _ __

J

purse, Keep

money, but 1 ne<"() other things, C3P(!CfaJJy

glasses and !D's. Cnll 266-2602 or return
to SUB Lost nnd Found. l'rfargnret Senter..
12/18
LOST ideruJ for the perfect rrilt for that
BPI'Oinl Person. FFind them at the SIGN
0!<' THE PAMPERED MAIDEN. 12/18
LOST: SMAJ,L DLACK crinkle leather
PUra<>. Kt>ep mon{'y but wnllet.. ID'n nnd

1968 VOLVO 142. Two door, sacrifice for
$1650. Firm. 8728 Aztec NE, Phone 2990874. 12/18
HA!!RIS Tw'=E:::E:::D~S:::P:::O:::R:-:T::-::c""o'""A:::TS-$30.00

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

~

LOST & FOUND

LOST: LEATHER fringed

Cold-Brewed B-8-B-Ballantine

Page 6
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2)

3)

I
No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, Uent, or Other
Sissy Put Ons

CANNED HEAT is coming! On the same
Program CROW. Both at Albuqucr.!l)lc
Civic J anuazy 16. Tickets S4 In nd1:J<:fcc,
$5 at door. Available 1\t.IlR[!Ilim.f'ii';'Mirnndi, K & ll Music, Crlsty-liecords. 1/8
FILM COMMITTEE: Old nnd new, pick up
~ur cheeks at the office. 12/18
GIRLS-MONEY for your good UJJed clothing! ThP_Rng Shoppc, 2123 San Mateo
.NE. Cnll for appointment 268-2823. 12/18
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must b~
In by 3 p.m. to run the following dny.

247-0178

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT _ _ TIMES STARTING----

Expert L~;1g IIair Design

PERSONALS

TRADE NICE ~60 opt. for nicer apt. or
house. 242·3096. Both near UNM. 12/11

)

Tdn:o~.np~ m.tt11

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

1820 Central SE 242-5533

key ('.:.Sl'ntitt1 to owner. Return to Ha-.

I

-

(

5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

,,

9-8

~IZZ~

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

l

5

J\..est~u,.~,..,t

4)

t

OPEN

Now Has Fresh
Homemade

P. Ballantine & Sons, Ncw:nk, New Jersey

I

I

!conn Deslt. 12/17

. •. a great heel' mug!

I

5£\•

~"

Hand made shirts
in many styles
and fabrics from

KEEP
THE GLASS

Sebring f/Hair
Design for Men

DRUG

1).

STROBE BLACK
LIGHT

4201 Central
6901 Lomas
5810 Menau.l

COKE

faces, I congratulate- they are
accepting the responsibility that
was placed in their hands.
See for yourself at the next
Senate meeting, check up on the
dudes you elected. If I had the
names of those who were present
I would tell you, but since I don't,
go and see for yourself. Don't be
taken.
Apathy can make one feel
good.
Sandy Biggers
(Editor's Note: The meeting in
question was not a regularly
scheduled Senate meeting. Those
Senators in abse.nce were
attending the City Commission
meeting).

Nursery Available

Fellowship for 1971.
Sparks was one of 213 persons
chosen from among 982
applicants for the awards, The
NSF Fellowships are designed to
help college level instructors
en han c e their effectiveness as
science teachers. Recipients are
chosen on the basis of ability
academic and professionai
r e co rds, and other evidence of
promise and attainment.
Sparks plans to use the grant to
further his studies of the theory
of how computer languages are
structured, at the University of
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. He
will study there during the
summers of 1971, '72, and '73.
The award carries with it a
stipend of $8900.

BUY A

f'

A unique collection of
Beautyway rugs will remain on
display during the holiday season
at the Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology.
The exhibit will be replaced
soon after the first of the year by
a collection of primitive African
'''""'"""
sculpture,
The 16 Beautyway rugs are
copied from Navajo sandpaintings
and are part of a gift to the
museum by Edwin L, Kennedy of
New York.

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

fi)

EMPLOYMENT

MAIONG n big iob of Christmas "hopping?
Apply at the Sign ol tho Pnmpored Mnid·
en, 12/lH
Hgi,p WANTED Mnlo, Enrn $90/wO<"lt/y.
~ot'1( .three ev~nin,~:n:; and Saturdays, For·
mtervww phone 265·010!, 12-5 only. 12/1~

Fl'iday, December 18, 1970
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editorial

MEXICO
Jacl<son Speaks; But Not Heard
Hearings Set to Define Job Duties
Discussions are scheduled this
week between Harold Lavender,
vice presi<lent for student affairs,
and Carl Jackson, director of
student activities, to attempt to
define Jackson's position and
duties.
Jackson charged before
Christmas break that his job had
"no direction" and that he had
come into conflict with Lavender
and Union Director Ron Baum.
"There's been a definite change
in the problem since Christmas
vacation, but I'm still somewhat
pessimistic about what this office
is supposed to do," Jackson said.
Before vacation, Jackson said
Lavender "seems to feel this
office should listen, take careful
notes, but never implement any
decision I make."
A letter from Lavender's office

)
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Carl Jackson

In National Elections

Court Gives 18-Year-Olds Vote
\•

...·.

j

.-··

··..

Ab.out 11,000 UNM students
under 21 will be enfranchised by
the U.S. Supreml' Court ruling
approving legislation to give
18-year-olds the vote in national
elections.
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled
five to four in favor of the
18-year-old vote in presidential
and congressional elections giving
about 11 million young
Americans the right to cast their
votes in 1972.
"I would guess a little more
than 11,000 undc::- 21~. UNM
students will be eligible to vote in
the next national elections, said
Associate Registrar Robert M,
Weaver. "Emancipated students
under 21 will be able to register to
vote and may theoretically qualify
for in-state tuition."
Weaver said, "normally a
student newly eligible to vote
under the new Jaw will register to
vote in his parent's home state.
However a student under 21, not

accepting any financial support
from his family can register to
vote as a citizen of New Mexico."
Under New Mexico law, voter
registration is a major criterion for
granting in-state tuition. Weaver
said, "If a youth can legally
establish that he is emancipated
and maintains a domicile in New
Mexico, he could !(et in-state
tuition."
The 18-year-old vote law was
enacted last June and although it
allows 18-year-olds to vote in
national elections, it does not set
the 1 R·year-old age minimum in
state elections. Supreme Court
Justice Hugo L. Black and four
other justices held that Congress
did have the right to set aside
state age qualifications for local
elections.
Outgoing attorney general
James A. Maloney issued an
opinion before he left office,
restricting voting in the next New
Mexico primary elections to over

21 voters. Former governor David
F. Cargo said he didn't know of
any other state trying to keep
citizens under 21 from voting the
1972 primary elections. Cargo has
asked for the U.S. attorney
general's office to interpret the
new voting law, and clarify it
relating to primary elections.
State Representative Bennie
Aragon (D·Bern.) said he plans to
introduce legislation in the
upcoming session of the New
Mexico state legislature to lower
state voting age requirements to
18. Aragon said he would
introduce the bill as the first order
of business at the January
legislative session.
Although a law has been passed
allowing 18-year-olds to vote,
implementation of the procedures
from how to register the newly
enfranchised voters, to how the
polls will be arranged, have not
yet been worked out.

to Jackson earliet· defined
Jackson's job as "advice and
co.unseling for students and their
groups."
"You will administer the
chartering process for students'
organizations in conjunction with
this office, supervise a financial
advisor to student groups, and
work and advise student
government, acting as the
representative of this office," the
letter said.
"Lavender's policy has left this
office and its staff without a
purpose. The student doesn't
know if he should trust or even go
see me. This office should not and
cannot become merely an advice
center and complaint board for
the administration," Jackson said.
He also asserted Baum does not
like to have any decisions come
from Jackson s office.
Jackson said a c.1se in point was

a feasibility study he ran on the
old Casa del Sol location to see
how student occupation of the
site might be used to enhance the
educational possibilities of
students.
"I made the study when Baum
showed no interest. I went to
Lavender and received his blessing
to run the study. After
completing it I found Baum had
talked to Lavender, and I was
accused of mingling in Union
business and ordered to stop "
Jackson said.
'
Baum said Thursday he hopes
any differences with Jackson can
be resolved, but he had no
comment on specific problems,
Jackson also said he was also
supposed to get "financial
advisement'' from G.W.
Earickson, Union accountant ·but
received only "a symbolic lo~ked
door policy ft·om the Union,"

'Fore1nost Articulator'
a Answers New Charges
~
~

WASHINGTON (UP!)- Vice politics and our adversary
President Spiro T. Agnew said system- which is basically that
Sunday that he is accused of when people run ag;;inst each
dividing the country because he is other for public office, they don't
"the foremost articulator of the go around complimenting each
destruction of liberal dogma at other; they attempt to indicate
the moment. . . and there are that they have a better solution to
reflexes to attack the source of the problems of the country.
the heresy."
"And in doing so, they imply,
"I happen to be it," he said.
at least, and sometimes very
Agnew was interviewed by forcefully, that the opponent has
William F. Buckley Jr., a no solution - and, in fact, really
conservative columnist and writer, is quite inept for the job he is
on Buckley's television program, seeking.
"Firing Line." It was taped in
"So," Agnew said, "We have an
New York Dec. 8 for showing adversary system - politics is a
Sunday.
contest; we have a competitive
Buckley asked Agnew to reply society, thank God for that,"
to "the most frequent criticism
"There isn't any such thing as a
leveled against him, namely, that divisive aspect to campaigning
he is dividing the country."
over and above the natural
Replied Agnew: "Tha answer is divisions that result in a
quite obvious when you consider campaign."
the entire arena of American

King Replaces Dave Cargo as Governor
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Photo by Don Burge

Former Govemor
Pledging the foremost aim of
his administration would be
consideration of "th(' welfare and
needs of all New Mexicans," Gov.
Bruce King was inaugurated as the
state's 21st governor Friday.
King, and Lb. Gov. Robert
Mondragon, took the oath of

Monday, January 4, 1971

Ex-governor John Miles (1939-42) attended
King's inauguration, and the two talked briefly after
the noon ceremonies in the Capitol rotunda.
office at noon before about 300
persons in the Capito! m tunda in
Santa Fe.
"I want; to see that every
person in our state has his or her
right protected. I will strive to
make life as pleasant and
meaningful as possible for all our

Phot<; hy Dnvl' Branch;

Swearing In

citizens," said King.
King said he would use "every
opportunity'; to "Make New
Mexico a better place in which to
live."
In his brief address King said it
is "mandatory" to fuse the
"natural and human" resources of

Gov. Bruce King takes the oath of office at
inaugural ceremonies Friday in Santa Fe. The oath
was administered by the Honorable J.C. Compton,
chief justice of the New Mexico Supreme Court.

the state together ''to accomplish
King and his wife greeted some
any of our goals. u
~ 6000 persons in a public reception
Outgoing governor David Cargo Friday afternoon. During the
admonished that in carrying out reception King was presented a
his programs King "will be statement of the Black Beret
misunderstood. His motives will platform and goals by an
be challenged, Principle will be eight-member delegation from
called expediency."
Albuquerque.

